We simply make cash
faster, safer and smarter.

Cash process outsourcing experts

Believe in Cash

Services

You hear a lot about the cashless society these days.
But for the consumer, cash is still king:
indeed there is more cash in circulation now than ever before.
Sourcing

But cash has its costs in terms of counting, counterfeiting, transportation and
reconciliation. How can your business make cash pay?
SafePoint takes the hard work out of counting, sor ting and banking.
It’s based on unique technologies and strong partnerships with industry
leaders – and backed by the Loomis guarantee of clarity, reliability and trust.
Outsourcing
Retailers and banks are looking to outsource cash services to cut costs and focus
on their core businesses. In-house cash specialists are expensive – so they need
partners who handle cash right across the board.
Automation
A vast ecosystem – including vendors, software editors, and providers of services
and maintenance – has sprung up to service ATMs, recycling ATMs, smartsafes
and other cash-bases systems.
Payment
There are more ways to pay than ever before: cash, cheques, contactless, mobile
and more. Retailers need partners who understand the industry, stay ahead of
trends and have the right skills.

Integration

Installation
& Arrangement

Service

Maintenance

Monitoring

The payment service chain is increasingly complex, with an ever-growing number of providers:
Equipment owners
including ATMs, Deposit safes and payment terminals
Equipment installation specialists
Deployment and integration experts
including project management for large integrations
Maintenance and upgrade technicians
Cash logistics providers
Cash sorting, counting and reconciliation
It all adds up to more complexity for companies who would rather focus on their core businesses.

One solution for all your cash needs
Loomis has created a single service offer that covers every payment solution and cash
management need. Combining more than 20 years of experience with world-leading partners,
it is a true one-stop shop for all your outsourcing needs.

Cash made simple

Cash process
professional services

CONSULTING & EXPERTISE

Deliver the best in-class technology and services

PROJECT PLANNING
Plan and pilot the project

PREPARATION & CONFIGURATION
Set up hardware and software

DEPLOYMENT & INSTALLATION

Organise and coordinate physical and technical installation

TRAINING

On-site demo and personnel training

MAINTENANCE

Remote and local maintenance

All your cash data
at your fingertips!

The future of cash in your business
Loomis has created a range of professional services designed to help our customers enjoy
the flexibility, availability and convenience of cash, now and in the future. Combining our
SafePoint cash handling solutions with ATM services, payments and more, we offer a single
point of contact for all your outsourcing needs.
Loomis is bringing cash services into a new era by:
hiring and developing people with technical and project management skills, as well as
talented cash management architects,
investing in new facilities for ATM preparation, management and maintenance,
creating new partnerships for services including ATM replenishment and maintenance.

SafePoint Professional Services
help our customers:
Optimise cash process infrastructure to cut costs and increase value,
Manage large scale deployments: large retail chains or front office
and back office optimisation,
Prepare and deploy best in class cash management
and payment technology platforms,
Install and maintain new hardware and software,
Deliver on-going staff training.
We help with the choice, deployment and management of cash technologies,
including ATMs, recycling ATMs, deposit safes, front office payment solutions,
back office recycling, till preparation and more.

Our Aims

Get ready for
the future of cash

1. Cash made simpler

by reducing the complexity of cash processing, we make cash simpler for
you and your customers.
2. Cash made cheaper

by accelerating cash deposits and leveraging our global operation and
infrastructure allows, we cut the costs of processing cash.
3. Cash made digital

We believe in cash, and we are investing in its future. Through partnerships
with the best industry vendors of equipment, technology, business
intelligence and more, we’re making that future real.
We’re training a field force, hiring the world’s best industry professionals and
investing in the infrastructure, technology and expertise our vision demands.
Together with our own SafePoint solutions, that means we offer a true “one
stop shop” service platform. We combine expert consulting and analysis
with our ability to design, deploy and maintain tailor-made integrated
solutions for your business.

We help you at every stage
Consulting and expertise
Project planning with guaranteed delivery
Installation
Training by Loomis staff
Maintenance, support and in-field repair
Call centres

If your business handles cash, it makes sense to handle it
better. Loomis is ready to help you make cash simpler, cheaper
and more modern – and keep your business fit for the future.

Contact Loomis now
for a FREE consultation.

To discuss how SafePoint services
can help your business make cash simple,
contact your nearest Loomis office.

